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Abstract
Computer vision systems used in autonomous mobile vehicles
are typically linked to higher-level deliberation processes. One
important aspect of this link is how to connect, or anchor, the
symbols used at the higher level to the objects in the vision system that these symbols refer to. Anchoring is complicated by the
fact that the vision data are inherently aected by uncertainty.
We propose an anchoring technique that uses fuzzy sets to represent the uncertainty in the perceptual data. We show examples
where this technique allows a deliberative system to reason about
the objects (cars) detected by a vision system embarked in an
unmanned helicopter, in the framework of the Witas project.
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1 Introduction
Autonomous mobile vehicles need to use computer vision capabilities
in order to perceive the physical world and to act intelligently in it.
These systems also need the ability to perform high-level, abstract
reasoning in order to operate reliably in a dynamic and uncertain
world without the need for human assistance. For example, a mail
delivery robot faced with a closed door should decide whether it is
better to plan an alternative way to achieve its goal, or to reschedule its activities and try again this delivery later on. In general, autonomous vehicles need to incorporate a decision-making system that
uses the perceptual data to guide the activity of the vehicle toward
the achievement of the intended task, and also guides the activity of
the perceptual subsystem according to the priorities of this task.
An important aspect in integrating the decision-making and the
computer vision systems is the connection between the abstract representations used by the symbolic decision-making system to denote
a speci c physical object, and the data in the computer vision system
that correspond to that object. Following 5], we call anchoring the
process of establishing this connection. We assume that the decisionmaking process associates each object to a set of properties that (nonunivocally) describe that object. Anchoring this object then means
to use the vision apparatus to nd an object whose observed features
match the properties in this description. For example, suppose that
the symbolic system has an object named `car-3' with the description
`small red Mercedes on Road-61.' Anchoring this object means to:
(i) nd an object in the image that matches this description and (ii)
update the description of `car-3' by using the observed features, so
that the same object can later be re-identi ed.
One of the diculties in the anchoring problem is that the data
provided by the vision system are inherently aected by a large
amount of uncertainty. This may result in errors and ambiguities
when trying to match these data to the high-level description of an
intended object. In order to improve the reliability of the anchoring
process, this uncertainty has to be taken into account in the proper
way. In this work, we propose to use techniques based on fuzzy logic
to de ne a degree of matching between a perceptual signature and
an object description. The possibility to distinguish between objects
that match a given description at dierent degrees is pivotal to the
ability to discriminate perceptually similar objects under poor observation conditions. Moreover, these degrees allow us to consider
several possible anchors, ranked by their degree of matching. Finally,
these degrees can be used to reason about the quality of an anchor in
the decision making process for example, we can decide to engage in
some active perception in order to get a better view of a candidate
anchor.
In the rest of this paper, we deal with the anchoring problem in
the context of an architecture for unmanned airborne vehicles. This
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architecture, outlined in the next section, integrates several subsystems, including a vision system and an autonomous decision making
system. In section 3, we discuss how we represent the inexact data
provided by the vision system with fuzzy sets. In section 4, we show
how we compute the degrees of matching between these data and the
intended descriptions. Section 5 illustrates the use of these degrees
by going through a couple of examples, run in simulation. Finally,
section 6 discusses the results and traces future directions.

2 The Witas project

The Witas project, initiated in January 1997, is devoted to research
on information technology for autonomous systems, and more precisely to unmanned airborne vehicles (UAVs) used for trac surveillance.
The general architecture of the system is a standard three-layered
agent architecture consisting of a deliberative, a reactive, and a process layer. The deliberative layer generates at run-time probabilistic
high-level predictions of the behaviors of agents in their environment,
and uses these predictions to generate conditional plans. The reactive layer performs situation-driven task execution, including tasks
relating to the plans generated by the deliberative layer. The reactive layer has access to a library of task and behavior descriptions,
which can be executed by the reactive executor. The process layer
contains image processing and ight control, and can be recon gured
from the reactive layer by means of switching on and o groups of
processes. Besides vision, the sensors and knowledge sources of the
system include: a global positioning system (GPS) that gives the
position of the vehicle, a geographical information system (GIS) covering the relevant area of operation, and standard sensors for speed,
heading and altitude.
The system is fully implemented in its current version. Because
of the nature of the work, most of the testing is being made using
simulated UAVs in simulated environments, even though real image
data has been used to test the vision module. In a second phase of
the project, however, the testing will be made using real UAVs. More
information about the project can be found at 7].
Of particular interest for this presentation is the interaction between the reactive layer and the image processing in the process layer.
This is done by means of a specialized component for task speci c
sensor control and interpretation, called the The Scene Information
Manager (SIM). This system, illustrated in gure 1, is part of the reactive layer and it manages sensor resources: it recon gures the vision
module on the basis of the requests of information coming from the
reactive executor, it anchors symbolic identi ers to image elements
(points, regions), and it handles simple vision failures, in particular
temporary occlusion and errors in car re-identi cation.
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Figure 1: Overview of the Scene Information Manager and its interaction with the Vision module and the Reactive Executor.
Two of the main aspects of anchoring implemented in the SIM are
identi cation of objects on the basis of a visual signature expressed
in terms of concepts, and re-identi cation of objects that have been
previously seen, but have then been out of the image or occluded for
a short period.
For identi cation and re-identi cation the SIM uses the visual
signature of the object, typically color and geometrical description,
and the expected positions of the object. For instance if the SIM has
the task to look for a red, small Mercedes near a speci ed crossing,
it provides the vision module with the coordinates of the crossing,
the Hue, Saturation and Value de ning \red" and the length, width
and area of a small Mercedes. The measurements done in the vision
module have a degree of inaccuracy, and the SIM also provides the
vision module with the intervals inside which the measurement of
each of the features is acceptable. The size of the interval depends
on how discriminating one wants to be in the selection of the objects
and also, in the case of re-identi cation of an object, on how accurate
previous measurements on the object were.
The vision module receives the position where to look for an object and the visual signature of the object and it is then responsible
for performing the processing required to nd the objects in the image whose measures are in the acceptability range and report the
information about the objects to the SIM. The vision module moves
the camera toward the requested position and for each object in the
image and for each requested feature of the object, it calculates an
interval containing the real value. If the generated interval intersects
with the interval of acceptability provided in the visual signature for
the feature, the feature is considered to be in the acceptability range.
The vision module reports information about color, shape, position,
and velocity of each object whose features are all in the acceptability
range to the SIM.
Intersection of intervals is a simple, but not very discriminating
method to identify an object. As a consequence, several objects that
are somehow similar to the intended one can be sent back by the
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vision module to the SIM. The SIM then needs to apply some criteria
in order to perform a further selection of the best matching object
between those reported by the vision module. The selection of the
best matching object should depend on how well the objects match
the dierent aspects of the signature, but also on the accuracy of the
measurements performed by the vision and their reliability. In what
follows, we show how we perform this selection using fuzzy signature
matching.

3 Fuzzy-set representation of visual cues
Cues obtained from the vision system, e.g., color, shape, position
and velocity, are aected by uncertainty and imprecision in several
ways. In this work, we propose to explicitly represent the inexactness
which is inherent to these data, and to take this inexactness into
account when performing signature matching. In order to justify our
representation, we need to analyze the way in which we extract the
needed parameters from the image.
Consider the measurement of the shape parameters (length, width
and area) of an observed car. Roughly, the measurement starts with
a segmented and labeled binary image containing our candidate cars.
This binary image is created by combining and thresholding the feature images produced by the dierent feature channels available, e.g.,
orientation, color, IR and velocity (currently, we only use the color
channels). For each object in the labeled image, we then compute
the moment of inertia matrix. From this 2 2 matrix, we calculate
the two eigenvalues which correspond to the largest and smallest moment of inertia, respectively, and convert them into the length and
width of the object under the assumption that our objects (cars) are
rectangular. We also measure the area by counting the pixels that
belong to the same object. The length, width and area measures are
then converted to metric measures through multiplication by a scale
factor describing the meter per pixel ratio. This ratio is computed
from the eld-of-view angle and from the position and angles of the
camera.
There are a number of factors that inuence the correctness of
the values measured by the above procedure. First, in the segmentation phase, the discretization of the image limits the precision of the
measure. Second, continuing the segmentation phase, we apply some
binary operations (e.g., \ ll" and \close") on the binary image in order to try to connect and \bind" segmented pixels into objects. This
operation slightly alters the shape, thus limiting the precision. The
above two factors together produce a segmentation error, denoted by
s. Third, the measurement model may be inaccurate, thus introducing an error, the model error, denoted by m  for example the above
assumption that cars are rectangular is almost never completely true.
Note that the impact of the s and m errors on the quality of the
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Figure 2: Fuzzy sets for the measured length (left) and hue (right).
measurements depends on the size of the car in the image, which in
turn depends on its distance from the camera and on the focal length
of the camera. A fourth factor that aects the measurement is the
perspective distortion due to the angle  between the normal of the
car plane and the optical axis: if the car plane is not perpendicular to
the optical axis, the projection of the 3D-car on the image plane will
be shorter. We denote this perspective error by  . Finally, all the
geometric parameters needed to compute the length may themselves
be aected by errors and imprecision. For example, the distance from
the camera depends on the relative position of the helicopter and the
car and the  angle depends on the slope of the road both these values may be dicult to evaluate. We summarize the impact of these
factors on our measurement in a geometric error term, denoted by
g .1
The above discussion reveals that there is a great amount of uncertainty that aects the measured value, for example, the length of
an object and that this uncertainty is very dicult to precisely quantify | in other words, we do not have a model of the uncertainty that
aects our measures. Similar observations can be made for other features measured by the vision system: for example, the measurement
of the color of an object is inuenced by the spectral characteristics
of the light that illuminates that object. Given this dicult nature of
the uncertainty in the data coming from the vision system, we have
chosen to represent these data using fuzzy sets 8]. Fuzzy sets oer a
convenient way to represent inexact data whose uncertainty cannot
be characterized by a precise, stochastic model | but for which we
have some heuristic knowledge. For example, Fig 2 (left) shows the
fuzzy set that represents a given length measurement. For each value
x, the value of this fuzzy set at x is a number in the 0 1] interval
that can be read as \the degree by which x can be the actual length
of the object given our measurement." (See 9] for this possibilistic
reading of a fuzzy set.)
In our work, we use trapezoidal fuzzy sets, both for computational
1
There are more sources of errors in this process. For example, when increases, the car projection may seem longer due to the fact that the sides of the
car will appear. Also, the measured value can be totally invalid if there has been
an error in the segmentation and/or labeling phases for instance, if the car has
been merged with its shadow, or with another car in front of it. Accounting for
these possibilities is part of our current work.
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reasons and for ease of construction. The possibilistic semantics give
us some simple guidelines on how to build a trapezoidal fuzzy set to
represent an inexact measurement. The at top part of the fuzzy
set (its core ) identi es those values x that can be fully regarded as
the actual length value given our measurement. In the example in
Fig 2 (left), these values are spread over an interval rather than concentrated in a point because of the segmentation eect: our measurement cannot tell us more than what is allowed by the pixel size. The
base of the fuzzy set (its support ) identi es those values x that can
possibly be regarded as the actual length value: given the errors that
may aect our measurement, the actual length may be anywhere in
the support interval | but under no circumstances it can be outside this interval. Put dierently, the support constitutes a sort of
worst case estimate: however big the error is, the actual value must
lie somewhere in this interval. While the core constitutes a best case
estimate: even when there is no error in our measurement, we cannot
be more precise than this.
Let us now discuss in detail how we have built the fuzzy set in
Fig 2. The vision system has calculated the length to 29:9 pixels,
which correspond to l = 4:23 meters. The segmentation error s is
estimated to a constant 1 pixel, which with a scale factor of s = 0:14
meter/pixel gives us s = 0:14 meter. This segmentation error is
inherent to our measurement process, no matter how good our models
and computations are, and it thus de nes the core of the trapezoid
in the picture, given by the interval l ; s l + s ] = 4:09 4:37].
Our estimates for the other errors are all collected in the support of the trapezoid. The model error m is estimated in a coarse
but simple way by comparing the measured area am with the computed area ac = wl (where w is the calculated width). The dierence
between these areas de nes m such that am will lie in the interval
(w ; m ) (l ; m )  (w + m ) (l + m )]. If, for example, am is greater
than ac , m becomes: (As a simpli cation we have assumed that m
is the same for both the width and for the length.)
q

(w+l)
(w+l)2 + (a ; a )
m=; 2 +
m
c
4
(1)
which in our case gives us m = 0:04 m. As for the perspective error
 , in our case we have  = 40:3 . If we assume that we measure the
projected length as l cos , then the worst case error due to  becomes
 = lMAX (1 ; cos ), where lMAX is the estimation of the maximum
object length. If we set lMAX = 6 m we get  = 1:42 m. Since the
support of our fuzzy set must include all the values which are possible
in a worst case error situation, we include all the above errors in it.2
This gives us the interval l ; s ; m  l + s + m +  ] = 4:05 5:83]
for the base of our trapezoid. Note that  only aect the upper

am ; (w + m ) (l + m ) = 0 =)

In our current experiments in the simulated environment, we have g = 0
since the helicopter pose, the camera parameters, and the road geometry are all
perfectly known.
2
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bound of the interval, i.e., the car may seem smaller in the image
when  increases. The correct length in our example was 4.42 m.
The construction of the fuzzy sets for the other features follow
similar guidelines. For example, Fig 2 (right) shows the fuzzy set that
represents the observed Hue value. (At the current stage of development, however, we have mainly focused on the shape parameters.)
Although the de nitions of these fuzzy sets are mostly heuristic, they
have resulted in good performance in our experiments.

4 Fuzzy signature matching
We now focus on the problem of anchoring a high-level description
coming from the symbolic system (reactive executor) to the data
coming from the vision module. As an example, consider the case
in which a task needs to refer to `a small red Mercedes.' The SIM
system has to link two types of data: on one side, the description
containing the symbols `red,' `small' and 'Mercedes' received from the
symbolic system and on the other side, the measurable parameters of
the observed objects which are sent by the vision system. Anchoring
implies to convert these representations to a common frame, and
to nd the car that best matches the description. In our case, we
have chosen to convert symbols to the universe of the measurable
parameters.
In general, symbolic descriptions contain linguistic terms like `red'
and `small' that do not denote a unique numerical value. Sticking to
a common practice 8, 3], we have chosen to map each linguistic term
of this kind to a fuzzy set over the relevant frame. For example,
we associate the term `red' with the fuzzy set shown in Fig 3 (left):
for each possible value h, the value of red(h) measures, on a 0 1]
scale, how much h can be regarded as `red.'3 As a second example,
Fig 3 (right) shows how we represent the length associated to the linguistic term `small-Mercedes' by a fuzzy set over the space of possible
lengths. In our system, we use a database that associates each car
type to its typical length, size, and area, represented by fuzzy sets.
Cars of unknown types are associated with generic fuzzy sets, like the
`small' (car) set in the picture. Once again, we only use trapezoidal
fuzzy sets for computational reasons.
Once we have represented both the desired description and the
observed data by fuzzy sets, we can compute their degree of matching
using fuzzy set operations. This choice is justi ed in our case since
fuzzy sets can be given a semantic characterization in terms of degrees
of similarity 4]. Consider two fuzzy sets A and B over a common
domain X which respectively represent the observed data and the
target description. The degree of matching of A to B , denoted by
match(A B ), is the degree by which the observed value A can be one
In practice, we associate this term to three sets for hue, saturation, and value,
respectively.
3
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of those that satisfy our criterion B . In the experiments presented in
this note, we use the following measure:
R
minfA(x) B (x)g dx
match(A B ) = x2X R B (x) dx
(2)
x2X
Intuitively, (2) measures the degree by which A is a (fuzzy) subset of
B by looking at how much of A is contained in B . (See, e.g., 2] for
dierent measures.) The behavior of this measure is graphically illustrated in Fig. 4. To ensure an ecient computation, we approximate
(2) by the ratio between the area of the inner trapezoidal envelope of
A \ B and the area of B . These areas can be computed very easily
when A and B are trapezoidal fuzzy sets.
Once we have computed a degree of matching for each individual feature, we need to combine all these degrees together in order
to obtain an overall degree of matching between the intended description and a given percept. In our case, we need to combine the
degrees of matching of the length, width, area, hue, saturation, and
value criteria into one summarized degree of matching. The simplest
way to combine our degrees is by using a conjunctive type of combination, where we require that each one of the features matches the
corresponding part in the description. Conjunctive combination is
typically done in fuzzy set theory by T-norm operators 6, 3], whose
most used instances are min, product, and the L" ukasiewicz T-norm
max(x + y ; 1 0). In our experiments, we have noticed that the latter
operator provides the best results. (See 1] for an overview of the use
of alternative operators with applications to image processing.)
The overall degree of matching is used by the SIM to select the
best anchor among the candidate objects provided by the vision module. For each candidate, the SIM rst computes its degree of matching
to the intended description then it ranks these candidates by their
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Figure 5: The simulated scenario for our examples.
degree and nally returns the full ordered list to the reactive executor. Having a list of candidates is convenient if the currently best
one later turns out not to be the one we wanted. Also, it is useful
to know how much the best matching candidate is better than the
other ones: if the two top candidates have similar degrees of matching, we may decide to engage in further exploratory actions in order
to disambiguate the situation before committing to one of them |
for instance, we may give the vision system the task to zoom on each
candidate in turn in the hope to get more precise data.

5 Fuzzy signature matching at work
We illustrate the use of the fuzzy signature matching by two examples
on a scenario taken from the Witas project. In this scenario, the
deliberative system is interested in a red car of a speci ed model in
the vicinity of a given crossing. Four cars are situated around that
crossing, moving in dierent directions. The cars are all red, but of
dierent models: a small van, a big Mercedes, a small Mercedes, and
a Lotus. In the rst example the helicopter is above the cars. In the
second example discriminating between the cars is made more dicult
by the fact that the helicopter views the crossing at an inclination
of about 30 degrees (see Fig. 5): this results in some perspective
distortions, thus introducing more uncertainty in the extraction of
geometrical features.
In our rst example, the deliberative system decides to follow
`Van-B', which is described as a red van. The SIM sends the proto-
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typical signature of a red van to the vision module. Since all the four
cars in the image are red, and they have fairly similar shapes, the vision module returns the observed signatures of all the four cars to the
SIM. These signatures are then matched against the desired signature
by our routines, resulting in the following degrees of matching:
ID
66
67
68
69

Color
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0

Shape
0.58
0.38
1.0
0.0

Overall
0.58
0.38
1.0
0.0

The ID is a label assigned by the vision system to each car found
in the image. The degree of matching for the color is obtained by
combining the individual degrees of Hue, Saturation, and Value in
our case, this will be 1.0 for all the cars as they are all red. The
degree of matching for the shape is the combination of the individual
degrees of matching of length, width, and area. The overall degree
is the L" ukasiewitz combination of the color and shape degrees. In
this case, car 68 is correctly4 identi ed as the best candidate, and an
anchor to that car is thus returned to the deliberation system.
In the second example, the deliberative system is interested in
`Car-D', a red small Mercedes. The SIM sends the corresponding
prototypical signature to the vision module, and again gets the signatures of all the four cars in the image as an answer. In this case
however, the helicopter is at a long distance from the crossing and
it views the crossing at an inclination of about 30 degrees. By applying our fuzzy signature matching routine, we obtain the following
degrees:
ID
66
67
68
69

Color
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0

Shape
0.65
0.84
0.0
0.97

Overall
0.65
0.84
0.0
0.97

Cars 66, 67 and 69 match the desired description to some degree,
while car 68 can safely be excluded. The SIM decides that these degrees are too close to allow a safe discrimination, and it tries to improve the quality of the data by asking the vision module to zoom on
each one of cars 66, 67, and 69 in turn. Using the observed signatures
after zooming, the SIM then obtains the new degrees of matching:
ID
66
67
69

Color
1.0
1.0
1.0

Shape
0.30
0.70
0.21

Overall
0.30
0.70
0.21

This veri cation was done manually o -line by analyzing some additional
information, like the road on which a car is.
4
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The closer view results in a smaller segmentation error, since the
scale factor is smaller, and hence in more narrow fuzzy sets. As a
consequence, all the degrees of matching have decreased with respect
to the previous observation. What matters here, however, is the relative magnitude of the degrees obtained from comparable observations,
that is, those which are collected in the above table. These degrees
allow the SIM to select car 67 as the best candidate.
The SIM now also has the option to try to further improve its
choice by commanding the helicopter to y over car 67 and take
another measurement from above the car | the best observation
conditions for the vision system. If we do this, we nally obtain a
degree of matching of 1:00 for car 67. Note that this degree could as
well have dropped, thus indicating that car 67 was not really the car
that we wanted. In this case, the SIM might have used the partial
match information and go back to cars 66 and 69 to get more accurate
views.

6 Conclusions
Anchoring symbols to the physical objects they are meant to denote requires the ability to integrate symbolic and numeric data under uncertainty. In this paper, we have considered an instance of
the anchoring problem in which we link the car identi ers used at
the decision-making level to the perceptual data provided by a vision system. Our experimental results indicate that our technique is
adequate to handle the ambiguities that arise when integrating uncertain perceptual data and symbolic representations. In particular,
fuzzy signature matching improves our ability to discriminate among
perceptually similar objects in dicult situations (e.g., perspective
distortion). Moreover, degrees of matching allow us to exclude unlikely candidates, and to rank the likely ones by their similarity to
the intended description. Finally, these degrees can help in decision making for example, if these degrees indicate a large amount
of anchoring ambiguity, the system may decide to engage in active
information gathering such as zooming or getting closer to the object
in order to obtain better information.
The work reported in this paper is still in progress, and many
aspects need to be further developed. First, the treatment of perspective distortions presented here is rather primitive in our next
experiments, we shall use dierent models of each car viewed from
dierent observation angles. Second, we need to account for still more
sources of errors, including the possibility that the detected object is
not a car. Third, we need to study more sophisticated forms of aggregation of the individual degrees of matching of dierent features into
an overall degree. For example, in some situations some of the features are more critical than others, and we would like their degree of
matching to have a stronger impact on the overall degree. Fourth, we
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plan to include features of a dierent nature in the matching process,
like the observed position and velocity of the cars. Finally, until now
we have only performed experiments in simulation. At the current
stage of development of the Witas project, the vision system takes
the video frames produced by a 3D simulator as input. Although
this con guration results in some amount of noise and uncertainty
in the extracted features, we are aware that a real validation of our
technique will only be possible when we have access to the real data
from an embarked camera.
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